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Introduction 
The groin pain syndrome [1], despite being a nonspecific term and much discussed in the 

literature, is an objective initial parameter for the diagnostic reasoning of the athletes with 
a disorder in this anatomical segment. In general, it includes pathologies that are difficult 
to diagnose and treatment, as well as many differential diagnoses that present similar 
pathophysiological and clinical characteristics [2].

In addition, some pathologies may coexist, in particular associated cases of osteitis 
pubis (athlete’s pubic pain) and sports hernia [3]. However, these pathologies and their 
nomenclatures are still difficult to understand and are the subject of debate in the scientific 
community, especially in relation to sports hernia [2,4]. This article will address an alternative 
nomenclature for sports hernia, which is one of the reasons for confusion, as well as a mini 
review of the main factors related to its management.

Opinion
Proposal to change the nomenclature sports hernia

The term athlete’s hernia is a matter of disagreement among different authors [1,2], since 
the condition does not involve the protrusion of a hernial sac with part of an abdominal viscera, 
characteristic of classic hernia, but rather the protrusion of omental fat into the inguinal 
region (Figure 1). This protrusion occurs due to multifocal weakening of the posterior wall of 
the inguinal canal [5,6], with consequent compression of inguinal sensory nerves [7].

Moreover, some authors consider that sports hernia and osteitis pubis are synonyms for 
the same pathology [1,3], since they may share similar signs and symptoms and even occur 
together in the same patient. However, it is observed in clinical practice that they are distinct 
pathologies and, as such, should be approached differently.
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Abstract
The groin pain syndrome affects athletes with high incidence and, mainly due to the anatomical complexity 
of the pelvic region and the difficult management of its pathologies, it is the subject of great debate in 
the scientific community. One of these disagreements is in relation to the nomenclature employed in 
sports hernia, as it does not translate the reality as to its pathophysiological findings. In fact, there is no 
hernial sac in this condition, but a weakness of the posterior wall of the inguinal canal and, with it, the 
protrusion of the omentum (pre-peritoneal) fat. In this article, it is proposed to create and use the term 
ʻʻinguinomalaciaʼʼ as a replacement for sports hernia.
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Figure 1: Representative illustration of the anatomical 
layers of the inguinal canal and the points of weakness 
of the posterior wall of the inguinal canal, which 
characterize the inguinomalacia (Author’s own file).

Despite the recent positions of some Consensus on the 
appropriate expressions in reference to sports hernia [2,8], their 
recommendations are not routinely employed among health 
professionals. As an example, the British Hernia Society Consensus, 
published in 2014, suggested the use of the term ʻʻInguinal 
disruptionʼʼ [8]. Whereas the World Conference on Groin Pain 
in Athletes, held in Doha in 2014, suggested the adoption of the 
expression ʻʻInguinal-related groin painʼʼ [2].

Because of these factors, the use of an alternative term to 
sports hernia is interesting because the current terminology does 
not clearly express its pathophysiology and still causes confusion 
among health professionals. In this sense, as the pathology is 
characterized by an anatomical weakness of part of the floor of 
the inguinal canal, the current article proposes the use of the term 
inguinomalacia to replace sports hernia.

The suffix ʻʻmalaciaʼʼ is commonly employed in the medical 
literature to express pathological alterations similar to the one 
found in this disturb [9,10]. Thus, with this nomenclature, a more 
objective notion of the pathology is allowed, without referring to 
more generic expressions such as ʻʻInguinal-related groin painʼʼ and 
still avoids confusion with the term hernia.

General features of inguinomalacia

Pain in the inguinal region, which is one of the alterations that 
characterize the athlete’s groin pain syndrome, is commonly found 
in athletes who practice sports related to pliometric and rotational 
movements, especially in soccer [11]. In a large proportion of 
those affected, this condition evolves with significant limitation of 
performance in sports.

The main pathologies that make the differential diagnosis 
of this syndrome in athletes are osteitis pubis, proximal lesion of 
the adductor muscles, intra-articular pathologies of the hip and 
inguinal hernias [12]. These conditions often share similar clinical 
alterations, which makes clinical diagnosis difficult to make. The 
main complaint in common between them is pain in the groin and 
adductor regions, which worsens with rotational movements and 
active adduction of the hips against resistance [1]. The classical 
scenario of the patient when seeking medical care is of a chronic 
pathology with frequent aggravations and, very often, based on 
misdiagnoses, which makes treatment increasingly complex.

Moreover, the presence of some of these pathologies 
concomitantly is frequent, mainly because they share similar 
pathophysiological mechanisms [12]. In these cases, besides the 
supraphysiological mechanical stress typical of certain sports, 
muscle imbalances are also observed between the abdominal 
segment and the proximal region of the lower limbs, with emphasis 
on a greater relative strength in favor of the adductor muscles [1]. 
The most commonly observed association is that of inguinomalacia 
with osteitis púbis [3,11,12].

Figure 2: Dynamic ultrasound images of the inguinal region of an athlete diagnosed with inguinomalacia, without 
(A) and with (B) exertion through the Valsalva maneuver (Author’s own file).
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As for inguinomalacia, its diagnosis is possible through dynamic 
imaging examinations, especially inguinal ultrasonography (Figure 
2); [13]. In this examination, the radiologist asks the patient to 
perform the Valsalva maneuver, in different ways, in order to 
increase the pressure in the inguinal canal and allow the protrusion 
of fatty tissue. Static examinations are not able to diagnose this 
pathology. Other imaging examinations of the pelvis, such as 
panoramic radiography and magnetic resonance imaging, help in 
the search for a differential diagnosis [14].

Based on current knowledge [15-17], a practical algorithm 
is proposed regarding priority treatment options for cases of 

osteitis pubis, inguinomalacia and their associations, according 
to the athlete’s performance level (Figure 3). Furthermore, once 
the diagnosis of inguinomalacia is made, its treatment should be 
prioritized over other pathologies of the inguinal region.

Thus, for the recreational athlete, in the isolated presence of this 
pathology, an attempt at conservative treatment for 3 to 6 months 
is indicated. If this fails, surgical treatment is indicated. However, 
in the joint presence with osteitis pubis, surgical treatment of 
inguinomalacia and conservative treatment of osteitis are indicated 
(Figure 3). 

Figure 3: Recommended treatments for osteitis pubis, inguinomalacia and the association of both, in amateur and 
professional athletes.

In professional sports, more precisely in modalities that 
involve pliometric and rotational movements, surgical treatment 
is indicated whenever inguinomalacia is present, regardless of 
the coexistence of osteitis pubis (Figure 3). The dynamics of these 
modalities involves increased abdominal and inguinal pressures, 
which is precisely the precursor mechanism of pain. Therefore, 
due to this pathophysiology, the professional demand, and also in 
order to shorten the time away from the sport, surgical treatment 
is indicated.

The surgery for inguinomalacia correction is based on the 
mechanical stabilization of the inguinal canal wall, through the 
herniorrhaphy procedure, with or without the placement of a 
mesh, and this includes both open or minimally invasive operative 
approaches [1,18,19]. This procedure is performed by the general 
surgeon. If joint surgical treatment of osteitis pubis is indicated, the 
presence of both the general surgeon and the orthopedic surgeon 
is required [12].

Conclusion
Osteitis pubis and sports hernia are different pathologies, very 

incident in the athlete population and that are commonly present 

together in the same patient. As an alternative to the term sports 
hernia, which causes much confusion in the scientific literature, we 
propose the use of the term inguinomalacia.
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